to be chronically unstable and required constant renegotiation with the actual conditions of artistic production and consumption. 4 Exhibition decor and installation provided organizers with an interface between their conceptions of the special qualities of the art on view and their projections of the expectations of audiences and collectors. Most important, artists or dealers had to determine how a single work should best be contextualized, that is, how it should be positioned in relation to other works and the environment. Installations often had to balance the increasing importance of the individual artist and the integrity of his or her production, on the one hand, against the explanatory or polemical potential afforded by installation according to school, genre, or style, on the other. Similarly, organizers had to define implicitly the status of the small easel painting, which was the type of work most frequently exhibited: was it to be evaluated as an autonomous object addressing the public or as a potentially decorative complement to a domestic space?
Despite the articulation of such problems of definition, many of the key decisions in arranging shows-the selection of site, the choice of wall color, the ordering of picture frames, the hanging of works-were often treated by organizers as simply practical matters and left to the last minute, not to be dictated by elaborate artistic principles or subjected to close critical scrutiny. That such decisions remained relatively untheorized in the day-to-day practice of presenting works-so that changes were not seen to be the result of newly articulated "definitions of art" so much as they seemed to be responses to different material circumstances-makes the history of these exhibition presentations particularly valuable as a register of the variety of assumptions that conditioned production and consumption during this period.
My purpose in this study is to explore the vicissitudes of late nineteenth-century installations in relation to understandings of contemporary art, and to describe the appearances of some of the shows. In the absence of many visual records or sustained discussions, my project has mainly entailed piecing together off-hand remarks in critical commentaries and artists' letters. I make no effort to survey all of the types of shows of the early Third Republic or even to treat a representative sample, a project beyond the scope of a single article and one whose unfeasibility as a research endeavor points up the pressing need for a synthetic study of dealers and art institutions of this period. Instead, I concentrate on the presentations at the Impressionist exhibitions and the early shows of the Societe des Independants, already well documented as events, but not systematically considered as installations.
I have adopted a roughly chronological approach, but not because there is a story of development to tell. Rather, by moving between descriptions of Impressionist practices and analyses of other exhibitions-the Salon of the Second Empire, artistic circles and societies, dealers' shows and publications-I want the juxtapositions to demonstrate that for contemporaries, sustaining the separation of public and private spheres in the face of the unprecedented expansion of the art market proved to be not only difficult but crucial.
Criticism of the Salon and Practices of the Early
Impressionist Shows, 1874-77 If the history of Impressionist installations has a beginning, it is not with actual practices but with published complaints. In a letter of 1870 that appeared in the newspaper ParisJournal, Edgar Degas described what was wrong with the Salon and advised how to fix it. His complaints warrant review here, for they concern many of the problems that other commentators thought marred the State-sponsored forum for presenting new works to the public. Rather than crowd works up, down, and across the walls ( generous spacing of watercolors on neutrally tinted screens, the gentleness of the indirect lighting and the presence of neutrally colored carpets. By contrast, the color of the walls in the French exhibition reddened everything and the ambient dust all but obscured the works, which were struck from above by harsh, raking light and from below by reflections scattering off whitely waxed floors. The French were better painters than the English, the commentator concluded, but their art shows were too crowded and they looked like industrial fairs.
This final complaint, the most commonly made accusation of all against the Salon, corresponded to fears that the State-sponsored exhibition was principally a marketplace rather than a forum of public enlightenment, fears that each nineteenth-century generation seems to have rekindled anew. As Patricia Mainardi has shown, the distinction between art exhibition and industrial fair was considerably lessened after 1855 by the location of the Salon in the vast spaces of the Palais de l'Industrie, whose calendar of events was booked with marketable goods. Depending on the month, the visitor might encounter cows, plants, or paintings (compare Figs. 2 and 3).7 La Vie parisienne demanded special treatment for art, and its commentator concluded his report in 1867, as was typical, by recommending that exhibitors take over the shows and find suitably dignified places and appropriate conditions for displaying works of art.8 Impressionist exhibitions, finding appropriate conditions meant withdrawing from the principal public forum, with its continual debates over the commercial or didactic connotations of exhibitions, and exploring the possibilities of more intimate and in that sense more private areas. Their shows were situated in the midst of Haussmann's newly constructed city blocks: in 1874, they mounted an exhibition in the photographer Nadar's recently vacated studios, and in 1876, in the art dealer Durand-Ruel's gallery; in 1877, they rented and adapted a domestic apartment for the show. In such spaces, the artists had the opportunity to cultivate conditions appropriate to the appreciation of small easel paintings. Still, the concept of the integrity of the individual's production continued to govern most practical decisions regarding the installations of these ventures: the individual oeuvre became a standard feature of the exhibition wall, almost regardless of domain in the late nineteenth century. However, some reviewers, responsive to the connotations of the sites as well as the appearance of the art, thought that the shows suggested a new and different understanding of the relation between viewer, painting, and exhibition space.
Aspects of the exhibition in 1874 must have been reassuringly familiar to Paris collectors, audiences, and critics. The brownish-red linen, favored by Nadar, was left on the walls as a ground against which the paintings were hung. It marked a departure from the red of the official walls of the Salon and 4 Anon., "Salle d'exposition du cercle des Arts-Unis" (Alphonse Jame), 1861. Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Departement des Estampes Universal Expositions but its apparent neutrality must have made it similar to the subdued tones that critics had praised in art society exhibitions of the early 1860s such as those mounted in elaborate dwellings by Louis Martinet and Alphonse Jame, exhibitions where discretion was the sign of distinction in decor: not too bright the red, not too shiny the gold, not too ostentatious the setting (Fig. 4) .9 In 1874 the artists had draperies hung in Nadar's studio, prompting the critic Philippe Burty to remark favorably on its similarity to the appearance of a private gallery.10 To take advantage at night of their proximity to the theater district, they adopted late hours for the show, a schedule employed for exhibitions in England and also regularly used for shows mounted by French art circles and societies of the 1860s (with a short memory, some French critics hailed these hours as an innovation).
How works were arranged at the exhibition in 1874 remains somewhat unclear, even though such matters were of sufficient concern that they were mentioned in critical reviews and the catalogue itself carried as a sort of epithet a single line of installation policy: "Once arranged by size, draw determined their placement."1 The display was spacious, with works hung in two horizontal rows and with larger works placed on the upper level. Jules Castagnary said that the works were arranged by artist and hung in alphabetical order, with the beginning letter of the arrangement estab- lished by draw.12 Different media were exhibited but no mention was made of their location, a fact that suggests that the entire show was probably rigorously governed by the progression of artists' names. Little effort seems to have been made to fashion decorative ensembles.
In contrast to the fair treatment of the individual on the exhibition wall, we get a different sense of the effect of the installation from the comments of the reviewer who was most sensitive to the intimacy of the setting and its implications for the understanding of the paintings: Degas's friend, Philippe Burty, who was a well-known figure on the Paris and London art scenes, an ardent Republican, Japonist, and Anglophile, and a major print collector and critic. In a review that Burty composed for the English audience of The Academy, he offered an analogy for the exhibition space of the first Impressionist exhibition:
The chief object of these gentlemen, whose views, temperament, and education are very dissimilar, was to present their paintings almost under the same conditions as in a studio, that is, in a good light, isolated from one another, in smaller numbers than in official exhibitions, which are like docks of painting and sculpture, without the neighbourhood of other works either too bright or too dull.13 suggestive counterplay between definitions of public and private, autonomous and decorative, intellectual and sensual, was indicative to Burty of the nature of the aesthetic experience in the intimate interior and would continue to be seen, in his reviews, as part of Impressionist shows.
The installations of the next two Impressionist exhibitions did not substantially deviate from that of the first. In 1876, the show was mounted in Durand-Ruel's gallery on the rue Le Peletier and contained 248 works, a number approaching the upper limit for most independently sponsored shows in Paris of the 1870s, although critics still praised exhibitions of this size for being manageable in a visit of an hour or so! With more works by each artist (Monet was typical in advancing from nine entries in 1874 to eighteen in 1876), the installation practice seems once again to have deemed the individual the most significant category, although the alphabetical rigor and fair play of the first show gave way in the second to modification by other concerns. Medium played a role, with the first room containing primarily works on paper (an inversion of the Salon practice of putting oils in introductory public spaces), and, as Hollis Clayson has observed, it is possible that the most objectionable works, pieces by Degas and Pissarro, were intentionally located in the last of the three rooms.'6
The show of 1877 was the first to be mounted by the group in a bourgeois apartment, the type of site that would later provide the spaces for the most decorative of the Impressionist installations, that is, those in which works were most thoroughly integrated with and subordinated to the environment. In 1877, the five rooms of the centrally located apartment on the rue Le Peletier were subdivided by panels, a common practice, which created both more intimate areas and more hanging surfaces. Once again, to judge from reviews, the individual functioned as the primary motif of the installation, although the desire to distribute the largest works ceremonially among rooms and to create harmonious and thematic juxtapositions also affected the arrangement.17
Over and against the individual artist or the autonomous work, however, Burty insisted in his reviews on the decorative aspects of both shows, perceiving a relation between the character of the paintings on view and the manner in which they were presented: "The dominant interest of this group being the effects of light and open air, irisation and color, this painting will benefit from being enframed in the vast panels of a high gallery," he wrote in one article of 1877.18 For his English public, Burty offered similar observations in a later review: "The rooms are very spacious and well lighted, both important requisites for the kind of paintings now exhibited there, which is characterized by a kind of decorative freedom and demands blank spaces between the respective frames."'9 Burty was once again concerned in 1877 with certain implications of seeing works in relation to their setting, finding the paintings effective only when considered as decors rather than as completely independent or autonomous works of art (tableaux): "They offend as paintings the types of works selected for display, as will be seen, often corresponded to the supposedly shared desires of participants to relate to one another through art-an aesthetic appropriate to the site. Creating the right ambiance was essential to the success of the enterprise of the circles. The standards were set by the first and most famous of the "petits salons," the Cercle de l'Union Artistique, familiarly known as the Mirlitons, which began in the 1850s and counted among its members in the 1870s such artists as Carolus-Duran, Edouard Detaille, and Ernest Meissonier. The Mirlitons held exhibitions in the 1870s in the elaborate top-floor galleries of the building owned by the circle in the place Vend6me (Fig. 5) . Such extensive facilities were generally associated with the elite circles, although some dealers, such as Denman Tripp, whose galleries opened in a hotel in 1883 (Fig. 6 ), sought to encourage shared activities by providing special rooms for viewing prints, reading about art, and talking and socializing.23
Contemporary illustrations and critical reviews reveal that in installing shows in their main room, which also served for concerts and theater performances, the Mirlitons generally avoided vast spaces reminiscent of the Louvre or Salon and favored more intimate settings constructed in part by easels and screens. Following the common practice at the Salon and in dealers' galleries, the room at the place Vendome was further subdivided by divans and plants, which also served to diversify a coloration otherwise dominated by the dull red of tapestried walls and the muted gold of frames. Daytime illumination came through an iron and glass skylight and for evening sessions (which sometimes ran as late as 11 PM), the room was hung with gaslight chandeliers, carefully distanced from the walls and ceilings to avoid shadowing and equipped with cup-shaped reflectors to direct light laterally. Works were mounted on the walls in several rows, with the larger and higher works being rather steeply inclined forward, both to accommodate the visitor's position below and to avoid direct reflection of the daylight coming from above. Although in the event of a sizeable exhibition, installations might depart from the norm of two or three rows to fill the wall, rarely, if ever, were paintings displayed in a single row, an arrangement that some critics recommended for adoption in the 1870s but that must have seemed to exhibition organizers altogether impractical given the general expectation that shows should contain at least one to two hundred works.24 Similarly revelatory of the mode of viewing in the Diego Martelli, on the display of works for the Laurent-Richard sale of 1878: "The 110 masterpieces were very well arranged in a vast locale, severely hung in red, installed on the same line and at an equal distance from one another. Thus one could look at each one of these paintings separately, putting oneself at a convenient viewpoint, and it was possible to contemplate them as the unfolding of a magnificent panorama, not as the dance of a thousand forms and colors bumping into each other, as in the rooms at the Champ de To tell the truth, the Mirlitons' show presents only one inconvenience, but it is serious. One is in the midst of interested parties, invited by them to their dwelling: one is their guest. As a result, it is appropriate to express one's opinion of the exhibited works only with discretion, to speak only at half voice, sometimes to be altogether silent. Only admiration can be shown expansively.25
The exclusivity of the site did not preclude publicity (the shows were reviewed) but the milieu did apparently quiet criticism sur place. Criticism was understood here as a "public" discourse about art that had been painted for the "public" and, as such, it was out of place at the circles. This was the representation that ill-at-ease reviewers provided as they wrote about the shows without the justification of serving the public interest, ajustification readily provided by the Salon, and without the need to fulfill such higher functions of criticism as assessing the state of art in France, encouraging unknown talent, educating the tastes of viewers, or even presuming to speak for a readership. The art critic and historian Henry Houssaye put it well: at the circles, the reviewer had nothing to diagnose in the present and nothing to predict for the future.26
These proclamations did not prevent critics from writing about the shows or from employing, when assessing the merits of each individual, the same formats and types of evaluations that they used when discussing artists at the Salon. (They did their job, regardless of decorum.) When reviewers noted that their judgments had been inappropriate at the show but then expressed their opinions in newspapers, they exploited a perhaps contradictory set of expectations among their readers. On the one hand, protests against the privacy of the circles bolstered the image of the critic's allegiance and responsibility to a public readership, and reinforced the notion that criticism informed and represented the views of readers, perhaps even transforming them into audiences for art. On the other hand, the reviewer's description of private milieus advanced the chief characteristic of the shows that appealed to amateurs and no doubt to the social imaginations of many newspaper readers as well: namely, that the private space was the preserve of a truly experienced aesthetic, a relation between art and viewer that was in its very essence noncritical, perhaps even nonverbal.
Critics' descriptions of the privacy of these shows, and To unofficial affairs, then, the artist sent work that escaped professional definitions of genre, medium, or finish but that the amateur, as the acquaintance of the artist, would understand and treasure for what it revealed of the private side of the individual. For those who developed the logic of the private exhibition to its fullest, the expressions of individuality among members of the circles and societies did not result in the discord that characterized the Salon, whose competitive and democratic forum forced heightened displays of self-promotion. Because members had to be voted into circles, a similarity or compatibility of sentiments-a certain level of taste-was assured. Thus, explained the reviewer of La Paix, the viewer of these shows could pass from one work to the next and appreciate the nuances of the person, without experiencing too much of a jolt in moving between neighbors on the wall.29
These expectations soon turned routine in favorable critical reviews. Emile Cardon, veteran art critic of more than twenty years and author of L'Art au foyer domestique: La Decoration de l'appartement in 1884, introduced the 1889 season of "petits salons" to readers of the Moniteur des arts with praise for aristocratic discretion, noncommercial character, and individual sensibility, traits mutually reinforced through participation in these shows as artist or amateur:
Artists send to these shows choice works that have often not been made for the market or to please from the viewpoint of the buyer, as is too often done for the annual Salon. These works are not executed for the crowd but for an elegant, discreet and delicate milieu, which understands the soft-spoken and is taken aback at the great outbursts required to make the crowd hear.
Sometimes in these little Salons, one finds pieces that the artist has kept preciously in the corner of the studio. What is revealed when the shows of these circles and societies are juxtaposed with the Impressionist exhibitions is that the values that came to shape the contents and organization of the former-the nonprofessional and nonfinished, the informal and personal, the aristocratic and cultivated, the private and the nondiscursive-were also values called 35 40 The decorative border reversed the rationale of the traditional gilt frame. The academician, critic, and widely read author Charles Blanc had carefully defined in his work on decorative arts why shiny or mat gold was preferred for framing: shiny or mat surfaces "both adapt themselves to the framing of paintings where light, concentrated towards the center, is stifled at the margins. Gilt has the additional advantage of casting warm reflections onto the painting and lighting it a little, if of course the frame is located well in front of the canvas and creates a concavity favorable to casting these reflections." (The shiny or mat surfaces "s'adaptent l'un et l'autre a l'encadrement des tableaux ou la lumiere, concentree vers le milieu, est etouffee sur les bords. La dorure a ici de plus l'avantage dejeter des reflets chauds sur le fond de la peinture et de l'eclaircir un peu, a la condition, toutefois, que le cadre sera bien en avant de la toile, et presentera une concavite favorable au renvoi de ces reflets"); C. Blanc, Grammaire des arts decoratifs, Paris, 1882, 190. Because light values in Impressionist paintings were generally not concentrated at the center but tended to be more evenly distributed across the surface, and because in composition the painters often preferred contrasts of color to those of value, Blanc's rationale for the use of gold was no longer pertinent.
sages," were hung there.41 It is very likely that this was the exhibition that Pissarro and his son Lucien recalled in 1883 in an exchange of letters about exhibition decoration and specifically about Whistler's installations. Lucien wrote from London that Whistler, whose show with yellow interiors and butterfly signatures he had just seen, had stolen the Impressionist idea for tinted exhibition rooms. Pissarro lamented in his response that the Impressionists had generally lacked the means to realize fully their ideas for decoration, although he had once had a lilac room with a yellow border, albeit sans papillons.
Whistler had created his first one-man show in 1874 by reconstructing and recoloring a dealer's gallery to suggest how his works would appear on the walls of patrons' homes. This and his later installations provided an important precedent for the Impressionist experimentation with domestic spaces and colored rooms and frames, although they were not a source Pissarro later remembered or was at any rate willing to acknowledge. Still, the similarities are striking: the interest in innovative borders, the decorative coordination of painting and environment through complementary contrasts or color pairs, the integration of various media, and (possibly) the mounting of deliberately asymmetrical displays. However, Pissarro indicated his distrust of totally harmonized ensembles in 1883, when he responded to Lucien's descriptions of Whistler's exhibition rooms with an attack on aestheticism. Even though the decorative installation might seem to provide a refuge from the anonymity and commodification of art in the public exhibition space, its complete realization-its complete absorption of the work in the fully unified effect of an aestheticized ensemble-seems to have struck Pissarro as a promotional gimmick, for in his letter he associated aestheticism with puffisme.42 To seek to deny in this way the "exhibitionality" of the wall was perhaps only to cover its commercialism with a layer of sham.
Although much less insistently or successfully than Whistler, the Impressionists who had tinted rooms of their own at these shows still contextualized art in ways that resonated with models for the domestic domain. To enhance the appearance of their works, the artists exploited in part the feminine pursuit of expressing personal identity through interior arrangement. At the 1881 show, for example, settees and rocking chairs were put in the crowded mezzanine apartment, and Degas's works inhabited the most secluded area of the show, located at the end of the suite of the five-room apartment, in the cabinet, which he distinguished as his own by hanging it in yellow. The practice anticipates the advice to be offered in manuals on how to decorate intimate spaces, the private rooms where one is face to face with oneself. Here one should avoid ostentation in ornamentation and banish overly gilt surfaces, and instead, Henry Havard advised the female readers of his work on interior decoration, L'Art dans la maison of 1882, "Choose the color that is yours, morally and physically, and then, to put with it, give preference to tones and nuances that harmonize."43 Just as a domestic space personalized through color harmony should provide an area "naturally" coded for the complexion of the owner and her more intimate possessions, so the works of a single artist at an exhibition might best be comprehended in the expressive cast of an appropriately tinted room.
The gendered aspects of the model remained mute in most criticism, however, and it was only when Huysmans and Jules Laforgue evoked the common analogy of decorative frames and women's toilettes that the implications of establishing personal taste through color preference were extended. Writing in 1883, Laforgue marveled at the Impressionist borders and relied upon this analogy to reinforce his description of the highly personalized nature of their decorative enterprise:
A sunny green landscape, a bright winter scene, an interior twinkling with polishes and fashions require different frames, which only their respective authors know how to devise, just as a woman knows better than anyone else the nuances of materials and powders and boudoir hangings that will bring out her color, the expression of her face, her manners. We've seen frames that were flat, white, pale pink, green, jonquil yellow, and others variegated to the extreme with a thousand tones and in a thousand manners.44
As less than autonomous objects in an exhibition display that evoked the space of domestic decoration, paintings required the intuitive (and apparently feminine) gift for "natural" color enhancement.
Similarly accentuating the intimacy of the installations during these years was the artists' inclusion of different media and their alteration of the surface appearances of oil paintings. In his review of the show in 1879, Havard wrote that he felt certain that both Degas's and Cassatt's colored borders were somehow connected with their interest in gouache, chalk, and distemper.45 Pissarro also shared their concern to explore the possibilities of media such as gouache and pastel, whose dry, opaque surfaces were inherently mat. compare the effect of Impressionist paintings in general, but particularly the works of Pissarro, Degas, and Cassatt during these years, to pastels or frescoes.46 The mat surface was an appearance that this group associated with a sense of brightness in the phrase reoccurring in letters by Pissarro and others as a desideratum, "faire mat et clair," which involved making a surface seem luminous in its own right, without the reflection of external light. Given the setting of the decorative exhibition and the scale of the works, such techniques must also have suggested a rococo-like confection and a delicacy of effect far removed from the glaring "public" surfaces of Salon oils.
The widespread recognition that the Impressionists had manipulated oils to resemble pastel and gouache was probably facilitated by the type of frame the artists employed. As far as we know from contemporary descriptions, the most common Impressionist frame was a hybrid mat-frame that was relatively flat, roughly parallel to the wall, and facing the spectator more than sloping inward toward the painting; usually it was rather plain with only a few bands of different woods, colors, or gilt, and little projecting ornamentation (see, for example, the frame in Fig. 8 and societies, the Impressionist shows appear to be awkward or strange assemblages. It was in literature that the most striking and notorious development of the gendered and classed implications of male decorative enterprises occurred. In Edmond de Goncourt's La Maison d'un artiste (1881) and Huysmans's A Rebours (1884), these were given a decidedly decadent and aristocratic allure.50 Here, primary divisions of responsibility for the appearances of the bourgeois interior-the roles of the man as collector and the woman as decorator-were collapsed as men of leisure inhabited womanless spaces. The retreat to the interior was, Edmond de Goncourt explained, a response to the problem that "life threatens to become public."51 Following these well-known literary models, the linking of elite aestheticism and male decoration can also be found in a curious newspaper article of the late 1880s in which Maurice de Fleury described at length the house of an almost certainly imaginary collector, an aristocrat who expressed himself and his modernity through decoration with new materials and recent art. In his "maison sansfemme" (emphasis mine) Duke X had positioned Impressionist and Symbolist works in an environment embellished with the architectural materials he advocated for the creation of a style troisieme Republique (the piece was dedicated to Charles Garnier, the most vocal opponent of iron and glass construction). The Duke's quintessentially modernist predilections determined the bizarre appearance of his main salle: definition of art in a private ensemble. The interiors by Duke X were built on the assumption that the domestic installation of one's collection should completely subsume the works to the quotidian activities and moods of the resident, and vice versa. What is striking about the decorative Impressionist installations of the early 1880s, in comparison, is how much the works exhibited in the tinted settings must have disrupted or, in any case, resisted assimilation into the personalized environment or appreciation through analogy with experiences of the interior. I find it frankly difficult to imagine the effect in 1881 of seeing displayed in Degas's small cabinet, suffused with yellow, his portraits of notorious criminals; or of seeing set against lavender walls, correlated to the tints of frames and placed discreetly under glass, Pissarro's stiffly jointed and roughly brushed peasants.53 Here, the connotations of the depictions and the decorativeness assumed by the installation must have resulted in a bizarrely contradictory display.
Whatever motivated the decorative experiments from 1879 to 1881, they seem as much an attempt to contextualize the exhibition wall in accord with its apartment setting as an effort to suggest a mode of perception entirely appropriate for the art. The exhibitors I have discussed drew their installations from gendered and classed practices of decoration, but they stopped far short of enhancing or even endorsing these with the types of works they chose for display. Certainly, it was not the case that they were unsure of how to translate their art into decoration for the interior: in the early 1870s Pissarro had painted above-the-door landscapes of the seasons and in the mid-1880s Monet created door panels of flowers for the grand salon of Durand-Ruel's apartment.54 Nor was it the case that the decorative installations of the walls at these Impressionist exhibitions compromised the more pictorially specific (and less overtly gendered) conception of the "decorative" that had led Burty and others to praise landscapes in the early Impressionist shows, for such appreciation continued to greet appropriate works from 1879 to 1881. Instead, the odd assortment of forms and subjects that showed up in the colored frames, tinted walls, and close spaces of the Impressionist expositions of these years suggests, I think, that the artists were ultimately unable to accept the possibility that their own installations evinced: art might be subordinated to or subsumed by an emerging (feminine) sense of interior decoration. glance at galleries of an earlier generation is needed (Fig. 11) to establish the difference in milieu. A high vestibule, lined with antique busts on marble bases, old tapestries, and fresh exotic flowers, gave way to a ceremonially broad and gently sloped staircase, stationed with attendants, clad in red. Passing under a thickly draped velvet curtain (red, of course), the visitor turned right into the grand salle, measuring sixteen by twenty-six meters. Here works hung in two or three rows on draped walls of warm chestnut red. Softly filtered daytime illumination came from the iron and glass skylight that extended the entire length of the room. For evening viewing, the regiment of twenty or so regularly spaced chandeliers, equipped with gas bulbs and copper reflectors, added still more warmth to the salle, effects that reviewers found marvellous. Everywhere the decor was plush, some thought a bit to excess. Though impressed overall, the critic for the Gazette des beaux-arts asked only, "Why is In function the salle needed to be flexible. It was available for regularly scheduled use by artistic societies and for rent by others wishing to mount one-time shows; it was also intended to supply the commissaire-priseur Petit with a more distinguished environment for auctions than was available at the nearby Hotel Drouot. The Societe d'Aquarellistes inaugurated the space in February 1882, abandoning for good their two-room suite in the Maison Durand-Ruel on the rue Laffitte. Doubts about the wisdom of this move from intimate space to great hall, from residing in one's own place to competing in a merchant's domain, were expressed by Henry Havard, who was generally concerned as a critic with the implications of exhibition installation and, as we have seen, an expert on interior decoration:
Dealers' Exhibitions in the 1880s

LA NOUVELLE SALLE D'EXPOSITION DE N. GEORGES PETIT
Have they gained much? We would not dare to claim it... what they've acquired in pomp and solemnity, they've lost in intimate and discreet charm. At the rue Laffitte, they were at home, really at home, catalogued under their name, housed under their roof; they had no competition seriously to fear. Now that they've lodged themselves under the sign of a merchant, they have everything to watch out for from a rival enterprise.57
Despite such reservations, aesthetic and commercial, the salle Petit seems to have been a great success in establishing new expectations for exhibition decor. For aristocratically inclined Frenchmen in these depressed (and republican) times, the grand conviction suggested by vast opulence could quickly override the delicate predilection for a private interior. In Gil Blas, the commentatorJeanne-Thilda quipped that the audience who would fail to appreciate the taste at Petit's would be republican, for they tended to see red differently from the rest.58 Expectations about the possibilities of the site were no doubt also boosted in 1883 when the greatest intimist of all, Edmond de Goncourt, chose to exhibit there his collection of eighteenth-century art, the works he had described in situ in the Maison d'un artiste. For less elevated sensibilities and for the foreigners who came to the city to buy, the salle must have been easily negotiable. Although unique in Paris, it was roughly the same size as the main room of the Grosvenor Gallery in London, and it must have seemed less imposing if compared to that most modern and elaborately outfitted place of merchandizing, to which Emile Zola among others noted its resemblance, the Paris department store.59
Hurt by the crash of the stock market, Durand-Ruel responded to the palace of his rival (as well as to Petit's bid The appropriation of innovations in the display of other sorts of merchandise for the presentation of painting must be also considered; it for Impressionist business) not in kind but with a new tack, one that exploited the already tested virtues of the intimate space, the individual artist, and the wealthy amateur. In the spring of 1883 Durand-Ruel transformed a mezzanine apartment at 9 boulevard de la Madeleine into a gallery and mounted there a series of one-person exhibitions, beginning with Boudin and followed by Monet, Renoir, Pissarro, and Sisley. Each show included various media and works on loan from notable collectors, but apparently as a result of DurandRuel's experiences in arranging the new space, the size of the exhibitions shrunk from over 150 works by Boudin in February to around seventy or so by Pissarro in May. We know little about the appearances of the gallery-apartment on the boulevard de la Madeleine except that it was small and very lavish: four rooms, hung in garance-colored cloth, furnished with tables and twelve red-clad chairs.60 "Fort bien ornee, ma foi!" was one critic's not atypical reaction.61 Another noted the thick carpets and wall hangings and set the social register accordingly: "One goes there discreetly and speaks softly."62 Some critics understood the gallery to be a permanent home for the Impressionists, perhaps a resolution to questions of stability raised by the roving appearances of the group shows and the need to have a place of their own.63 A survey of the gallery's records reveals that 9 boulevard de la Madeleine was, in fact, an address reserved exclusively for Impressionism: except for Boudin, there was apparently nothing else in the place. Sisley described the moment to Durand-Ruel as one when the Impressionists had ceased to be nomads.64 was a field in which the United States was already thought to be advanced and influential. For example, in Zola's L'Oeuvre, the dealer Naudet used the new "American trick" of installation, hanging a single painting in "sacred isolation" to make it seem special and more expensive. Zola's manuscript notes reveal that this was based on the practices of the dealer Sedelmeyer, who had constructed a very chic gallery in a h6tel and often "operated" on one painting at a time, sentences across paragraphs and hues from two-dimensional surfaces across three. His celebration of the Durand-Ruel petit salon ended with a note on the thick draperies, tapestries, and carpets that enclosed the room and protected its silent drama from the harshness of the tumultuous exterior. Here the private domestic space became a pantheistic microcosm, encompassing nature and artist, painting and resident, indeed submerging these merely material qualities in the dream of a higher unity.
Such a vision of wholeness, domestically sheltered, answered to deeply felt needs to preserve the integrity of the private domain and to secure there the truth and the purity of aesthetic experience. The thick curtains in Durand-Ruel's house seem metaphorically to shut out a host of evilscompetitive markets, divisive politics, unsuitable publics, critical polemics, and perhaps even words themselves-in order to secure at "home" (Lecomte's term) a space where unity can be recovered through the senses. Even a narration of the history of Impressionism would only be, to judge from the ordering of Lecomte's chapters, an intrusion on the sensual immediacy of the petit salon.67
In the end, the maison Durand-Ruel dealt shrewdly with competition from the salle Petit.
Impressionist and Independent Shows of the Late 1880s
In the late 1880s, some avant-garde circles reacted against the implications of decorative installations and the values of intimacy that had so contributed to the appeal of privately sponsored exhibitions.68 While the efforts of the NeoImpressionists were informed by a more hermetic and insistent aestheticism than the decorative and more commercially practical impulses that characterized Impressionist 67 It is important to observe the difference between Lecomte's domestication of Impressionism and the attitude of the traditional collector, who would most likely prize the art in his home for its historical value or its contribution to his collection. An interesting suggestion of how an ideal of the collector and his home could have been translated into installation practices in this period is suggested by the remarks on Paris museum reform by Charles Saunier, a critic and historian whose enthusiasms at this time included vanguard art, like the Neo-Impressionists, Japanese artifacts and the patrimony of the French Gothic. Saunier recommended that paintings in museums should be grouped with objects and furniture of the same period and placed in small rooms, fashioned like domiciles, so that the visitor would sense that a man of taste and discrimination had collected them there: "Make the visitor forget that he is in a museum, give him the illusion that he is at his home, that the objects belong to him and are part of his life, that his fantasy has recently placed them like this; teach him to love beauty, to understand it, give him time for reflection" ("Faire oublier au visiteur qu'il se trouve dans un musee, lui donner l'illusion qu'il est chez lui, que les objets lui appartiennent, font partie de sa vie, que sa fantaisie les place naguere ainsi; lui apprendre a aimer le beau, a le comprendre, lui laisser le temps de la reflexion"); " A preliminary manifestation of these tendencies occurred at the last Impressionist exhibition, which was held in the late spring of 1886 in a splendidly situated, five-room apartment. Each of the seventeen participants had his or her own panel on which to mount an unlimited number of works in any manner. However, as a result of what started as personal quarrels and became polemical divides, the Neo-Impressionist faction installed its work as a group in the last room of the show. This exhibition lacked the amenities of some of the earlier Impressionist ventures: no hangings, draperies, plants, or Algerian settees. "So much the better," said the militantly avant-garde Belgian critic, Octave Maus: "All attention is directed toward the works."69 That insistent focus on the works themselves, along with an allegiance to group presentation, subsequently emerged as the guiding principles of Neo-Impressionist installations.
Many of the Neo-Impressionists adopted as their primary forum not a privately sponsored venue but a decidedly public one: the Societe des Artistes Independants, which had been founded in 1884 and which held its exhibitions from 1887 onward in the Pavillon de la Ville de Paris, supported with city funds. Ranging in size at this time from roughly four hundred to seven hundred works, the shows were jammed into four large rooms and entries might be mounted in three 69 or four horizontal rows. Participants could submit as many works as desired and could specify which should be placed higher or lower, relative to the others in their own submission. The individual was the primary installation concept, but rather than follow alphabetical order on the wall, organizers sought to situate each artist within a compatible group. Thus, at the show opening in August 1886 and at each exhibition thereafter, the Neo-Impressionists and other avant-garde artists appeared together in the final room. The arrangement encouraged critical polemics.
It was principally in this forum over the course of the late 1880s that the Neo-Impressionists developed an installation aesthetic, one that addressed the public nature of their exhibition site. The autonomy of the work came foremost: the separation of the painting from its environment and its exclusive claim on the viewer's attention were essential to secure. Having endorsed the white frames that the group favored in 1886 and 1887, the politically and artistically radical critic who was the principal defender of the NeoImpressionists, Felix Feneon, introduced the concern for autonomy when he claimed that the artists' experiments in 1888 with frames of complementary color were misconceived: had the frame been painted to put the painting en valeur, he asked, or vice versa?70 This same year in the radical paper, Le Cri du peuple, Paul Signac defended the NeoImpressionists' rejection of the red of the walls at the Independents and their decision to hang the walls of their space, the last room, with gray coverings. When works were displayed here with white or other achromatic frames, he claimed, the effect was to make the colors of the paintings more vibrant.71 In another piece published in the same newspaper in 1888, Signac mounted a diatribe against the viewing conditions created by the deep-red walls and frames "dripping with gold" at the galerie Durand-Ruel and the salle Petit: it would be up to the Neo-Impressionists to establish the definitively normal (neutral) exhibition environment.72 It was in this year that Pissarro expressed his preference for gray frames, and the following year that Seurat, too, showed his paintings with gray borders at the Independents' exhibition. In subsequent framing experiments Seurat and others established marked contrasts between frame and painting (Fig. 13)-contrasts of material, tone, and shape-which reinforced a key principle of the Neo-Impressionists' attitude toward exhibition installation at this time by moving further away from any implied decorative connection of painting, frame, and wall to concentrate instead on the emphatic presentation of the painting as a self-sufficient work in an ideally neutral (and I should add, public) space.
With definitive pronouncements, the Neo-Impressionist group and its critics posed as experts who determined norms for public display, norms sometimes justified as simultaneously aesthetic and social. In a review of 1890, for example, Signac complained about the conditions at the shows mounted by the Belgian group, Les XX. Held in a former museum, the exhibitions were plushly installed, noted Signac, beginning with the ushers and the vestiary and continuing through to the marble bases for sculpture, the door draperies of red velvet, the green wall hangings, and the palms. His conclusion about the effects combined condemnation of the injurious effects of such splendor with some (deliberately) hyperbolic aestheticism: 75 It might be argued that the type of engagement sought by the Neo-Impressionists and Feneon was not all that different from the private ideal for Impressionism as described by Lecomte and situated in the domestic sphere of the matson Durand-Ruel: the total absorption of the viewer in the light and color and rhythm that seemed to emanate from or be generated by the painting, a condition of viewing that was only to be secured by shutting out or darkening the surrounding environment (drawing the heavy draperies in Durand-Ruel's petit salon; imposing a thick and somber frame around a thinly painted surface at the Independents show). As much as the friends Lecomte and Feneon shared an emphasis on the sensual immediacy of painting, however, the differences between their accounts are more important here. As described by Lecomte, the extension and dissolution of Impressionist painting into the surroundings is a spatially disorienting experience for the reader and viewer, who is simultaneously surrounded and distracted by the flickering action and ambiance created by the works. If we estimate the probable effects of Neo-Impressionist installation, the viewer seems to be distinctly separated from the image, and especially in the case of Seurat's landscapes, the depicted scene itself is made to seem remote and otherworldly by virtue of the contrast with the heavy and dark frame. Seurat reportedly wanted to simulate in these experiments the effects of lowering the house lights at Wagner's theater at Bayreuth, whereby the spotlit stage became the unique center of attention; E. Verhaeren, "Georges Seurat," Soczete nouvelle, VII, Apr. 1891, 433. As a Despite obvious points of resemblance, the neutrality and autonomy sought by the Neo-Impressionists are historically quite distinct from late twentieth-century modes of display. Our familiar experience of confronting in an exhibition a wall of paintings, spaciously hung in a single row, each work positioned to be viewed straight-on and to be approached so that it might fill the visual field of the beholder and (ideally) consume his or her attention, has so conditioned us that we are hard pressed to imagine why, except for lack of space or gross insensitivity, it should have ever been otherwise.76 By the same token, the pervasiveness of this norm makes it difficult to recapture the historical conditions in which attempts to establish the neutrality of exhibition spaces or the autonomy of easel paintings might have been as much statements against particularly powerful conjunctions in the art market, of definitions that conjoined aesthetics and private spaces, as promotions of absolute (and like our spaces, seemingly context-less) norms. Restoring the social dimensions to installation practices makes clear that the Neo-Impressionist insistence on autonomy in the late 1880s, as distinct from other moments in the history of the tableau in modernist practice, might have carried with it, or might even have been generated by, a commitment to establishing a place for avant-garde painting in a domain that was defined and experienced as public, and to accepting the distractions and diversions of such domains as conditions to be faced. nexus. In that premier age of "exhibitionality," distinctions among walls still mattered to experiences of art, and the historical significance of any particular practice, including efforts to secure the autonomy of the tableau, must be established in relation to the system of differences at play at the time.
I have paid far more attention in this account to the ways that sites and installations shaped aesthetics and defined art than to how they may have been selected to bring out the characteristics of particular paintings or movements. It may also have seemed at times in this essay that nineteenthcentury paintings themselves played no role in structuring an appropriate relation with the viewer or in provoking a critical discourse (an absurd position). My strong emphasis has partly resulted from a desire to set right the imbalance in art-historical studies by examining the operations of the context rather than those of the object. But, as the following and final example of installation practices is meant to suggest, such an emphasis may also be in line with the experience of artists during this period. The possibilities, polemics, and politics of painting could be subdued (practically ignored) if transplanted into a properly hushed domain.
In the spring of 1887, Pissarro responded to the pressures on his finances, which he attributed to his recent adoption of the Neo-Impressionist style, and accepted an invitation from Monet and Renoir to participate in the Exposition Internationale, an annual spring event on the calendar of the salle Petit. Pissarro stipulated that his works should be bordered not in gold, but in white. Petit apparently accepted the paintings (or the name of Pissarro) but refused the frames. From the point of view of the dealer and the exhibition committee, caution was in order. The white frames that Pissarro employed at an exhibition in Nantes the previous year had been compared by a critic to the "sides of crude packing cases."78 And although Pissarro proposed in letters the use of what became a Neo-Impressionist favorite-a modest white frame with narrow bands of gold at the external edges-it was apparently feared that these would disrupt the harmonies of the salle Petit.79
For Pissarro, the presentation of works was one place where distinctions could still be drawn in 1887. No doubt, for him, it was as much the social definition of a debut at Petit's as it was the optical advantage of the white frame that provoked the crisis. The recognition that Neo-Impressionist painting might be marketed and desired in such luxurious circumstances-quasi-aristocratic, quasi-grand magasinmust have pushed him to see what it would take to be rejected. The radical connotations of painting style, it seems, were less consequential than the establishment of value by display.
Pissarro succumbed in the end, but made sure that critic-friends pushed the point in the press, explaining that the gold enframing his Neo-Impressionist paintings at the salle Petit prohibited their proper perception. As a historical event, the episode is too minor to count. As a testimony of why installation had come so much to matter, it is painfully instructive. 
Martha
